[July (1.3) A, = 4(5? -/¥')(«* -zlkzlq)d\/dzikdzrt = 0 (z is the conjugate of z), where a repeated index means summation with respect to that index. Any real function with continuous second order partial derivatives (that is, any regular function) which satisfies this equation is said to be harmonic. Some of our results concern a proper subset (for w>l) of this class of functions, namely, those functions, called B-harmonic functions [2] , which are the real or imaginary parts of complex analytic functions of several variables. A necessary and sufficient condition that a regular function v be E-harmonic is that it satisfy the differential system (1.4) d2v/dz>kdzp<> = 0 (1 ^ j, k, p, q^ n) [3] . The Laplacian (1.3) is invariant with respect to the set of transformations (1.1). In §3 we derive Poisson's integral and function for E-harmonic functions from Cauchy's formula which has already been obtained by S. Bochner [4] . The Poisson's function is harmonic but not E-harmonic. Using Poisson's integral, a Dirichlet problem is solved in §4. In §5 we obtain that solution of (1.3) and (1.4) which is a function of det zz* (the solution turns out to be the same for both differential systems).
That the solution is a function of det zz* is in analogy with the classical Laplace equation and the fact that the Bergman and Szego kernel functions in our case are known to be functions of det (1-2/*), where t is a fixed point of D [9, 4] . Having obtained this function it is not difficult to define a unique Green's function of the differential system (1.4) with the required properties. In §6 the normal plane to the boundary B is set up in order that a Neumann's function of the differential system (1.4) can be defined for the domain D and boundary B. These three domain functions are found to have many of the properties possessed by the same functions of the classical Laplace equation d2v/dzdz = 0 for the unit circle zz^l.
It seems to me that similar results could be obtained for more general Riemannian spaces if the space possessed a suitable boundary of dimension w2. In this connection see [2] . We note that the set E = [zz* = 1 ] is not a distinguished boundary surface of the kind usually considered Bergman [2 ] . The sets zilzkl -5{=0, of which B is the intersection, do not satisfy Levi's condition and hence are not analytic hypersurfaces [3] . A more general potential theory for Riemannian and Kahler manifolds with respect to the complete boundary is given in [6; 16] . 2. The first order differential parameter and the Laplacian of the invariant metric.
2.1. The Laplacian for a Hermitian metric. Let (2.1) ds2 = 8^dz"dz' (l^p,v^2n) be the square of a Hermitian metric, that is, (2.1) is a positive definite quadratic differential form with . . Bik = Bi+n.k+n = 0, Pj.Hn = Pk+n.i = Pj+n.h = fik.j+n (1 ^ j, k g ») [15] . Let det B be the determinant of the matrix 8 = (/?"") and (8"") the inverse matrix, so that (2.3) B"J" = £ Theorem 2.1. For the Hermitian metric (2.1) the Laplacian of a real function Vis (2.4) AV = 2 der1'2 /3 Re j--|det1/2 0/3''+" ■* --i (1 £ i, * g »).
"Re/" is the real part of the function/and "Imf" the imaginary part. Proof. Let the real form of the Hermitian metric (2.1) be given by
Corresponding to the square of the metric (2.5) the Laplacian of a real function V is (2.7) AV = det"1'2 a --(det1/2 aa"-) dx" \ dx"/ [14] , where (a-") =ar1.
we find that aM" and a"" transform according to the usual formulas dzv dz* dx" dx" (2.9) a", = --Byi, «"' =-8t°, dx" dx" oV dz* Thus by formulas (2.2) and (2.9) we find that (2.10) a,k = aj+n,k+n = 2 Re Bj.k+n, <*/.*+« = ~ «;+■>,* = 2 ImBj.k+n-
\Bk 0/' [July where Aj equals (8j,k+n) with thejth row omitted and Bk equals (/3y+n,*) with the &th column omitted. By the Laplace expansion using the last w columns we get zero since Aj has only w -1 rows. Similarly for /3H-».*+». Thus By means of (2.8) we transform (2.7) into complex form. There are four different types of terms to consider, viz.
where by (2.7), (2.12), and (2.14) A = det1'2 aa>" = det1'2 aa'+n-k+n = (-l)"/22"-1det1/2/3Re/3^A:+", (2 17) 
By (2.15),
where g = (gjk). We also need B'+n-k in terms of g's. By (2.2) and (2.3) 
The following result is needed in the proof of this theorem.
Lemma 2.1. The Jacobian of the square of the metric defined by (1.2) is det"2" (1-22*).
Proof. If we set which is the right direct product of the matrices R' and 5 [8] . The value of the determinant of such a matrix is det"E det"5, which equals det~2n (1 -zz*), since det (1-z*z) =det (1-zz*) and det-1 a=det a~l.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. In the notation of Corollary 2.1, ds2=gpquvdzpqdzuv and comparison with (2.24) gives gp4«»=rupsa". 
The second last term equals (4) l-zz*>0 implies that det (1-zz*) >0. Also, l-zz*>0 and l-z*z>0 define the same domain [4] . (6) Proof of (2.27). We have that <Z(det *) = 2ZI-1 (dxikXlk+ ■ ■ ■ +dxnkX"k) =o{dx{Xnk)), where X,* is the cofactor of x'k. For nonsingular x, (X,t) =x_1 det x, from which (2.27) follows. Proof. Under (1.1) or the equivalent transformation (2.33) w = (a* -zt*a*)~l(zd* -td*) [9] , l -ww*-^(a* -zt*a*)-l(l-zz*)(a -atz*)~1 = o-1r'o*-1, where o = (o'k) = a*-zt*a* and r'= 1 -zz*. Also, 1 -w*w^(d*-z*td*)~1(l -z*z)(d-dt*z)~1 = p*~1s'p~l, where p=d -dt*z and s' = 1 -z*z. Proof. For matrices zdB, z*=z~x. Thus dz*--z~1dzz~1, and the square of the Euclidean metric becomes
The matrix of this form is
which can be reduced to the direct product of -2_1 and z~1 by means of elementary transformations. Interchange columns 2 and n + 1, ■ ■ ■ , n and n2 -n + l. The first n columns become zxxz~x, z2xz~y, ■ ■ ■ , Znxz-1. Then interchange colunns n + 3 and 2w + 2, • • • , 2« and n2 -n + 2. The second set of n columns become 2i2z_1, • • ■ , 2B22-1. Repeating on each set of n columns the final result is
which is ( -l)»(»-u/2 times the direct product of -2_1 by z~l, the value of whose determinant is ( -1)-»(«+«/« det-2" z. Now it is well known [14] that if the determinant of the square of the metric is ( -1)-»(»+»/2 det-2" 2, then the determinant of the volume element is the square root of this expression, which completes the proof of Theorem 2.4. (According to Veblen this result holds for both real and imaginary coordinates.) 3. Poisson's integral and kernel [17, 18] .
3.1. We need the following lemma for our proofs. [July Lemma 3.1. The matrix 1-zt* is nonsingular for tCD and zCD (D is the closure of the domain D).
Proof. Suppose that 1-zt* is singular, that is, det (1-zt*) =0. By Cramer's rule there exists a nonzero vector X(X1, • • • , X") such that (1 -zt*)\ = 0 or 1-X=z/*X. Thus X*X=X*te*z**X. Since tCD, \*(l-tt*) \>0 or X*X >\*tt*\. Thus 0=X*X-X*/z*z«*X>X*t(l-z*z)i*X.
Since zCD(6), l-z*z^0, or X*/(l-z*z)t*\^0, which gives a contradiction. Thus det (1-zt*)^Q for tCD and zCD.
For zCB and tCD, z -t = (l-tz*)z and det (z -1)?±0 since det z det (1-tz*)^0. The set of points z for which det (z -t) =0 for fixed t forms a 2«2 -2 dimensional manifold called the characteristic manifold of the function det (z -t) =0. (Since the function det (z -t) is linear in each variable zik, its discriminant is 1 and the set defined by the equation has no singular points) [3] .
3.2. For the unit circle zz = l the following relation exists between the Poisson's kernel P(z, t) and the Szego kernel function, k(t, z) = [27r(l-fz)]-1,
[l], for all tt<l. If z = e1'*, then
By means of this relation Poisson's integral for a function harmonic in the unit circle (the real part of an analytic function for « = 1) may be derived easily from Cauchy's formula. For if/ is analytic in zz^l, the function f*(z)=f(z)(l-tt)/(l-zt) is analytic in zz^l; also, fx(t)=f(t). Thus by
Since P(z, t)dcp is real, the real part of (3. The function
is real. Hence taking the real part of (3.6) gives Proof. Since tdD, det (1 -tt*) >0(4). Also, by Lemma 3.1, det (1 -zt*) =*0;
consequently det (1 -zt*)(1 -tz*) = det (1-zt*) det (1 -tz*) is positive. Thus P(2, t) >0 for tdD and zdD.
To simplify the notation in proving (3.9) set r' = l-tt*, P=(l-tt*)-1, V-det" A = n det" Aa (uW*-R).
Forming AE(z, /) by means of (1.3) and (2.25) with z replaced by t, the first term on the right of (3.14) gives dtab dlh"
4n2 det" ArIPsqk-wbcUdcrdaue,w"f-rhe dlpq dPk = 4»2det"/l r'psqkwqcudcrdpUefwk/rje = 4n2 det" Aa(r'r'-1uW*s'Wu'R) = An2 det" Aa(s'Wu'RuW*) = 4n2det"Aa[(l -t*t)(z -t)-\l -z/*)(l -tt*)~y(l -fe*)(z* -t*)-1].
The second term on the right of (3.14) gives 
Combining (3.15) and (3.16) we have
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 4n2det" Aa[(l -t*t)(z -t)-\l -zt*)(l -it*)-1 ( 
3.17) -(1 -tz* + tz* -tt*)(z* -/*)-! -(1 -t*t)(z -t)-h]
= 4»2det" Ao-[(l -t*t)(z -0_1(1 -zt* -zz* + zt*)(z* -t*)'1] = 0, since 22* = 1 and <r(0) =0. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. It may be shown from (3.14) that P(z, t) does not satisfy conditions (1.4) and hence is not a P-harmonic function.
4. A solution of a Dirichlet problem. 
VJB det" (1 -z/*)(l -tz*)
There is at most one B-harmonic function f satisfying the conditions of the theorem.
Proof. Since it is permissible to interchange the operators A and /, by for zdB and tdD, where P(z, t) is the kernel of (4.1). Thus/is harmonic for tdD. If/ is P-harmonic and/i were another P-harmonic function taking the value m on B, then/-fx would be a P-harmonic function with the value zero on B, hence by Poisson's integral would be identically zero.
It remains to show that
The set B defined by zz* = 1 is the set product of n2 closed sets. Thus B is closed. Also B is bounded so that it is compact. Consequently the continuous function u(z) is uniformly continuous on B, so that given e/2 >0 there exists a 5>0 and independent of 2 such that ff((z -zx)(z* -z*)) <5 implies \u(z) -u(zx) I <e/2 if 2, ZiGP. In particular for zx such that det (1 -2i) =0, Euclidean space of dimension p [12] . But the set DXB is also bounded. Thus DXB is compact in EPXEP. Thus det (1 -tz*) is uniformly continuous on DXB. Therefore given m/2>0 there exists an r,i = r,i(m) >0, independent of t and z, such that <r((t -ti)(t* -t*)) <rii and o((z -zi)(z* -z*)) <ni implies |det (l-te*)-det (l-tiz*)\ <m/2 if tCD and zGE. In particular for h = l and z1=z we get 3) which is a function of r = det1/2 (z -t)(z* -t*) is log det (z -t)(z* -t*); t is a fixed point and z a variable point of D such that det (z-t) ?*0.
Proof. Let f(r) be a function of r. Then
where f' = df/dr; also 5.2. In analogy to the case of the equation d2V/dzldz1+ ■ • ■ +d2V/dz"dz" = 0 we make the following definition [5] :
Let t be a fixed point of the domain D, z a variable point of D, and r = det1/2 (z -t)(z* -t*). A Green's function G(z, t) of the differential system (1.4) for the domain D is defined to be a real solution of (1.4) depending on t, which is zero on the boundary B and which is suck that G(z, Proof. By Lemma 3.1 the function G(z, t) is regular for zCD except where det (z-t)=0. For zCB, 1 -zt* = z(z*-1*), so that G(z, t)=2~1 log det zz* = 0. Writing G(z, I) = -2"1 log det (z -t)(z* -t*) + 2-1 log det (1 -z/*)(l -tz*), we see by (2.27) that
which is independent of z*. Thus G(z, t) satisfies the differential system (1.4). The Green's function is unique. Suppose that Gx(z, t) is another Green's function. Then, G(z, t)-Gi(z, t) is E-harmonic in D and vanishes on B. Hence by Poisson's integral G(z, t)-Gi(z, t) is identically zero in D.
Green's function is related to the Bergman kernel function 1 (5.6) K(z, t*) =-,
where Vd is the volume of the domain D [9] , in the following way. Set By means of this definition it may be shown that the Neumann's function for zz < 1 is
We check that (6.1) holds for the function (6.2) where L = 2ir. Using the operators (2.6) and (2.8), we have
On zz = l, dz/dn=drei>/dr)r=i=ei$ =z and dz/dn=z. Thus dN/dn= -1 on zz = 1 as was to be proved.
6.2. In order to define the Neumann function for w > 1 we need the normal plane to the boundary B, defined by the condition zz* = 1 or by the set of w2 real equations Fik = Re »V -si = 0 (j^k),
Each equation of (6.4) defines a real 2«2-1 dimensional hypersurface. At a point P on B each hypersurface E'*=0 (1 gj, k~n) has a unique normal n'k, whose components are [dF'k/dxpq] (1^M = 2«, l^q = n), where xpi = (zpi + zpq)/2, ypq = xp+"'q = (l/20(zP3 -zpq) (1 ^ p ■= n) and whose direction cosines are r 1 dF'kl dF'k dF'k -where N2 =-0", i fixed). LW dx"qJ dxt"1 flx"9
It is easy to show that the normals n'k at P are mutually perpendicular; also, N = 2 if j = k, and =21/2 if jj^k. Thus the set of normals determine a hyperplane of dimension «2 which is normal to the surface zz* = 1.
The derivatives dF'k/dx"Q may be expressed in terms of dxpq/dn'k as follows. Let E(x"0 be the point at which the unit normal n'k meets the hypersurface F'k=Q and Q(xpq+Ax"q) a neighboring point on n'k. The direction numbers of n'k are (Ax11, • • • , Ax2"'") and the direction cosines (Axu/Anik • • • , Ax2n-n/An'k) where An,k is an increment of length on n'k. In the limit as Am1'*->0 this gives the direction cosines of n'k as
Thus by the results of the last paragraph dx" 1 dF'k (6.5) = (l^H^2n,ltZj,k,q^n),
where N = 2 iij = k and 21'2 if jVJfe.
We also need the derivatives dz/dn'k and dz*/dn'k = (dz/dn'k)*, which equal by (2.6), (2.8), and (6.5)
Instead of using the hypersurfaces defined by F'k=0 and their normals n'k it is more convenient for us to use the forms f = zVl-8i=Fik+iFkS = 0 (j^k), (6.7) and the unit "complex normals" ij»* associated with them as follows:
plus the operators
Then by (6.9), (6.6), and (6.7),
(6.10) (j<k), dz" dp' dz" dp'
The derivatives of f'k =z>lzkl -8{=Q (1 gj, k^n) are
Thus by (6.10) and (6.11)
dr,'k 3rj'* 6.3. We now are able to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 6.1. The function (6.14) N(z, t) = -2-1 log det (z -t)(z* -t*)(l -zt*)(l -tz*)
satisfies the differential system (1.4) for zdD, tdD except when det (z -t) =0. \dv'k dr)'k dr,'k drj'k ) By (6.13) we have p = k in the first and third terms, q =j in the second term, and r=j in the last term. In particular for j = k = -2.
For j<k we have dN 2-= -(z'"wqk + zkpwpj -z'qtrqurk -tpqzkqUpj) drilk (6.19) = -the jk term of (zw'^1 + w~h* -zt*u'~l -urHz*) = -the jk term of 1 = 0.
Similarly dN/dr,ki = 0 and (6.15) is proved. Now consider fBN(z, t)dVz. For zCB, z-t = (l-tz*)z. Thus N(z, t) = -log det (l-z/*)(l-te*) on B. By Lemma 3.1, det (l-z/*)^0 for tCD and zCD. Therefore log det (l-zt*)(l-tz*) is E-harmonic for zCD. Thus by Poisson's formula at z = z0 log det (1 -so**)(l -tzo*) (6.20) 1 r det"(l-z0zo*)logdet(l-zt*)(l-tz*)
= -IdV, VJB det" (z -zo)(s* -8o*) and in particular at z0 = 0 (6.21) 0 = -f log det (1 -z**)(l -tz*)dV =-f N(z, t)dV. Proof. Since G(z, t)=2~l log det (1 -zt*)(l -tz*) -2'1 log det (z-t) ■(z*-t*) and N(z, t) = -2~l log det (z-t)(z*-t*)-2~1 log det (1-z/*) •(1 -tz*), we see that analogously to (6.18) = -the jj term of (1 -/z*)-»(l -tz* + zt* -lz*zt* + 1 + tz* -zl* + tz*zl*)(l -zt*)-1 = -2 times the jj terms of (1 -te*)-J(l -tt*)(l -zt*)-1.
Similarly for the terms dG/dr\ik Withj^k.
